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Standard Model Fermions and K(E10)
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In recent work [1] it was shown how to modify Gell-Mann’s proposal for identifying the 48 quarks
and leptons of the Standard Model with the 48 spin- 1

2
fermions of maximal SO(8) gauged super-

gravity that remain after the removal of eight Goldstinos, by deforming the residual U(1) symmetry
at the SU(3)×U(1) stationary point of N = 8 supergravity to also achieve agreement of the electric
charge assignments. In this Letter we show that the required deformation, while not in SU(8),
does belong to K(E10), the ‘maximal compact’ subgroup of E10 which is a possible candidate sym-
metry underlying M theory. The incorporation of infinite-dimensional Kac–Moody symmetries of
hyperbolic type, apparently unavoidable for the present scheme to work, opens up completely new
perspectives on embedding Standard Model physics into a Planck scale theory of quantum gravity.

The question whether or not the maximally extended
N = 8 supergravity theory [2, 3] can be related to Stan-
dard Model physics has been under debate for a long
time. Very recent work [1] has taken up an old proposal
of Gell-Mann’s [4] on how to match the 48 quarks and
leptons (including right-chiral neutrinos) of the Standard
Model with the 48 spin- 12 fermions of maximal SO(8)
gauged supergravity that remain after the removal of
eight Goldstinos (as required by the complete breaking
of N = 8 supersymmetry). This scheme, which was sub-
sequently shown to be realised at the SU(3)×U(1) sta-
tionary point of maximal gauged SO(8) supergravity [5],
relies on identifying the residual SU(3) of supergravity
with the diagonal subgroup of the colour group SU(3)c
and a new family symmetry SU(3)f . Intriguingly, in this
way complete agreement is found in the SU(3) charge as-
signments of quarks and leptons and the spin- 12 fermions
of N = 8 supergravity, but there remained a systematic
mismatch in the electric charges by a spurion charge of
q = ± 1

6 . The main advance reported in [1] was to iden-
tify the ‘missing’ U(1)q that rectifies this mismatch, and
that was found to take a surprisingly simple form. How-
ever, this deformation cannot be explained from ‘within’
N = 8 supergravity (nor from a hypothetical embedding
of maximal gauged supergravity into the known super-
string theories), as U(1)q is not contained in its R sym-
metry group SU(8). In this Letter we show that the re-
quired deformation is, however, contained in an infinite
dimensional extension of SU(8), namely the involutory
‘maximal compact’ subgroup K(E10) of the hyperbolic
Kac–Moody group E10, which has been proposed as a
possible candidate symmetry of M theory [6, 7]. This,
we believe, places the question stated above, and also the
eventual incorporation of the chiral electroweak gauge in-
teractions (not considered in [4, 5]), in an entirely new
context, by embedding (at least a subset of) the Standard
Model symmetries into an infinite-dimensional extension
of the exceptional duality symmetries of maximal super-
gravity. This approach, never tried before to the best of
our knowledge, offers completely new perspectives on the
possible Planck scale origin of Standard Model physics.

For the rest of this text we will concentrate on the
fermionic sector of N =8 supergravity, which consists of
eight gravitinos ψi

µ transforming in the 8, and a tri-spinor

of spin- 12 fermions χijk transforming in the 56 of SU(8),

whence χijk is fully antisymmetric in the SU(8) indices
i, j, k. According to [3] one would have to distinguish
between upper and lower indices (positive and negative

chiralities) with χijk =
(

χijk

)

∗

in order to realise the full
chiral SU(8) R symmetry. Here we will, however, restrict
attention to the vector-like SO(8) subgroup of SU(8), for
which the distinction between upper and lower indices
i, j, k, ... is immaterial, whence we will not distinguish
between χijk and χijk in the remainder. The residual
vector-like SO(8) transformations act as

χijk → U i
lU

j
mU

k
nχ

lmn with U ∈ SO(8). (1)

In order to obtain the correct electric charge assign-
ments of the quarks and leptons it was found in [1] that
the U(1) subgroup of SU(3)×U(1) must be deformed by
a new (still vector-like) U(1)q whose action on the tri-
spinor χijk is generated by the following 56-by-56 matrix

I :=
1

2

(

T ∧1∧1 + 1∧T ∧1 + 1∧1∧T + T ∧T ∧T
)

(2)

acting in the 8 ∧ 8 ∧ 8 representation of SO(8). Here

T =























0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0























, (3)

represents the imaginary unit in the breaking of SO(8)
to SU(3)×U(1). We note that, from T 2 = −1 we have
I2 = −1, whence (2) can be trivially exponentiated
to a U(1)q phase rotation. The combination (2) dif-
fers from the usual co-product obtained from (1) with
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U = exp(ωT ) by the 56-by-56 matrix T ∧ T ∧ T . Im-
portantly, the latter is not in SU(8), although it does
commute with the SU(3)×U(1) subgroup of SO(8), and
hence merely deforms this subgroup, but does not en-
large it. We will now show how to accommodate the
triple wedge product T ∧ T ∧ T by enlarging the R sym-
metry SU(8) of N = 8 supergravity to the bigger, and
in fact, infinite-dimensional R symmetry K(E10), in ac-
cordance with the anticipated enlargement of the finite-
dimensional exceptional dualities of maximal supergrav-
ities to infinite-dimensional groups.
To proceed we recall how the fermions of D = 11 su-

pergravity [8] are related to those of N =8 supergravity
[2, 9]. Denoting the (spatial) D = 11 gravitino compo-
nents by Ψa

A (with a, b, ... = 1, ..., 10 and D = 11 spinor
indices A,B, ... = 1, ..., 32) and adopting the temporal
supersymmetry gauge Ψ0

A = (Γ0Γa)ABψ
a
B as in [11], we

split the D = 11 gravitino into four-dimensional spatial
and internal components as follows

Ψa
A =

(

Ψâ
αi , Ψ

ā
αi

)

(4)

with flat spatial indices â, b̂, ... = 1, 2, 3 and flat internal
indices ā, b̄, ... = 4, . . . , 10, whose position again does not
matter as they are pulled up and down with δab. The
D = 11 spinor indices A,B, ... are split as A ≡ (α, i)
into D = 4 spinor indices α, β, ... = 1, ..., 4 and internal
SO(8) indices i, j, ... = 1, ..., 8 (whose position likewise
does not matter here as we restrict attention to a vector-
like symmetry). Ignoring a Weyl rescaling factor and a
chiral redefinition, and not making a split into left-chiral
and right-chiral components as in [9], we have

ψi
âα ∝ Ψi

âα −
1

2

10
∑

c̄=4

Γc̄
ij

(

γ5γâΨ
j
c̄

)

α
(5)

χijk
α ∝

10
∑

ā=4

Γā
[ijΨ

ā
k]α (6)

where we temporarily suspend the summation conven-
tion for the indices a, b, ... (the summation convention
remains, however, in force for all other indices). For the
implementation of the action of T ∧ T ∧ T we also need
the following redefinition of the D = 11 gravitino [12]:

Φa

A = Γa
ABΨ

a
B (no sum on a!) (7)

Because there is no summation on the spatial index a,
manifest SO(10) covariance is lost. To emphasise this
point we adopt a different font (a, b, ...) although these
indices have the same range as a, b, .... before [13]. Im-
portantly, however, the position of the indices a, b, ... now
does matter, as they are to be raised and lowered with
the Lorentzian (DeWitt) metric and its inverse

Gab = δab − 1 ⇔ Gab = δab −
1

9
. (8)

With the redefinition (7) the formula (6) becomes

χijk α ∝

10
∑

a=4

Γa

[ijΓ
a

kl]Φ
a

lα. (9)

The action of T ∧ T ∧ T is therefore realised via (now
suppressing D = 4 spinor indices)

χijk → Til Tjm Tkn χlmn

∝

10
∑

a=4

(TΓaT )[ij(TΓ
aT )kl] TlmΦa

m (10)

where we have inserted a factor TT = −1 and have used
the antisymmetry of T . Next we recall that there is a
representation of the SO(7) Γ-matrices where

Tij = Γ45
ij (11)

(see e.g. appendix E of [15]); it is then easy to see that

(TΓaT )[ij(TΓ
aT )kl] = Γa

[ijΓ
a

kl] (12)

even without summation over a. Using this formula we
conclude from (10) that the desired action takes a very
simple form on the redefined spinors (7), to wit,

Φa

iα −→ TijΦ
a

jα (13)

which leaves the D = 4 spinor indices unaffected. Of
course, one could also (though less elegantly) express this
action in terms of the original spinors Ψa

A. We stress that
in order to preserve the relation (5), (13) must hold for

all a = 1, ..., 10. From this follows the action of the new
generator on the D = 4 gravitino, an insight that the
arguments in [1] could not provide. Observe that the
redefinition ψi

â → γâψi
â implied by (7) does not affect

this conclusion, as γâ commutes with T .
We now want to show that the action (13) is contained

in K(E10), the supposed R symmetry of M theory. We
refer to our previous work [10, 11, 13, 14] for detailed ex-
planations on K(E10), and here simply summarise some
salient results (see also [16, 17] for related work). The
group K(E10) is the involutory subgroup of E10 which is
left invariant by the Cartan-Chevalley involution defined
on E10 in terms of its Chevalley-Serre presentation. As
such, it contains the R symmetries of all D ≥ 2 maximal
supergravities as subgroups (and thus also chiral trans-
formations for even D); more specifically, we have

SU(8) ⊂ SO(16) ⊂ K(E9) ⊂ K(E10) (14)

The fermions transform in spinorial (double-valued) rep-
resentations of K(E10). A remarkable property of the al-
gebra K(E10) is that, though infinite-dimensional, it ad-
mits finite-dimensional, hence unfaithful representations
[11, 16]. These are the Dirac [17] and vector-spinor rep-
resentations [11, 16], which can be directly deduced from
D = 11 supergravity (in addition, two ‘higher spin’ re-
alisations are known [13]). As a consequence, K(E10) is
not simple, because it has nontrivial (finite codimension)
ideals J which are associated with the unfaithful repre-
sentations in the way explained in [11]. Accordingly, the
quotient K(E10)/J is a finite-dimensional group; more
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specifically, denoting the vector-spinor ideal by Jvs, evi-
dence was presented in [13] that

K(E10)
/

Jvs = SO(288, 32) (15)

The fact that the ‘compact’ subgroup K(E10) ⊂ E10 in
this way gives rise to a non-compact quotient group is
another unusual feature of K(E10).
A convenient realization of theK(E10) Lie algebra gen-

erators in the vector-spinor representation was found in
[13, 14] (following earlier work onK(AE3) in [12, 18, 19]).
Like the generators of E10, the generators krα of K(E10)
can be labeled by E10 roots α and the associated multi-
plicity index r, but such that [14]

krα = −kr
−α , for all E10 roots α. (16)

As shown in [13], for the vector spinor representation
there is a concrete realization of these generators in terms
of 320-by-320 matrices. For all real roots α of E10 (for
which the multiplicity label r is not needed) we have

(kα)aA,bB =
1

2
Xab(α)Γ̃(α)AB (17)

where the symmetric matrix Xab is given by

Xab(α) = −
1

2
αaαb +

1

4
Gab (18)

in terms of the root components αa in the ‘wall basis’ used
in [13]; indices a, b are raised and lowered by means of
(8). As explained in [13] there is a map from the E10 root
lattice into the SO(10) Clifford algebra that associates to

each root α of E10 a particular element Γ̃(α) = −Γ̃(−α)

of the Clifford algebra; furthermore the matrices Γ̃(α)
are anti-symmetric for α2 ∈ 4Z + 2 and symmetric for
α2 ∈ 4Z. Because the SO(10) Clifford algebra is finite-
dimensional, and because there are infinitely many real
and imaginary roots of E10, it follows that infinitely many
E10 roots α are mapped to the same element of the Clif-
ford algebra.
To prove that (17) indeed generates the algebra

K(E10), one substitutes the ten simple roots of E10 into
(17) and verifies the defining relations for K(E10) [13]
(the latter characterise the involutory subalgebra in a
manner analogous to the Chevalley–Serre presentation
for general Kac–Moody algebras [20]). The Lie algebra
K(E10) in the vector spinor representation is thus gener-
ated by taking commutators of the above real root gen-
erators in all possible ways. In this way one ‘reaches’ all
imaginary root spaces with α2 ≤ 0. However, due to the
unfaithfulness of the representation the image of the root
space elements consist of linear combinations of finitely
many basis elements. The generating elements, and thus
K(E10), leave invariant the Lorentzian bilinear form

(V,W ) ≡ GabV
a

AW
b

A (of signature (288, 32)). (19)

For general imaginary roots the formula (17) is no
longer valid. What is clear, however, is that all matri-
ces krα generated in this way are antisymmetric under

interchange of the index pairs (aA) and (bB), that is,

(krα)aA,bB = −(krα)bB,aA. (20)

Any such matrix can be written as a linear combination
of matrices of the form (17), with either Xab symmetric

in (ab) and Γ̃(α)AB anti-symmetric in [AB], or antisym-
metric in [ab] and symmetric in (AB). Because all such
matrices leave invariant the Lorentzian bilinear form (19)
they all belong to the Lie algebra of so(288, 32) [13]. The
equality (15) then follows because there exists no other
quadratic invariant — unlike for K(AE3), cf. [18].
Although we do not have a general formula for arbi-

trary imaginary roots, explicit formulas do exist for null
roots δ, and for certain time-like roots Λ [14]. For null
roots δ, we have

(krδ)aA,bB = εr[aδb]Γ̃(δ)AB (21)

with eight transversal polarisation vectors εr. For time-
like roots Λ with Λ2 = −2, the corresponding krΛ can
be realised in the form (17) by choosing a decomposition
Λ = α+ β with α2 = β2 = 2 and α · β = −3; this gives

X
(α)
ab

(Λ) = −
1

2
(α− β)a(α− β)b +

1

4
Gab (22)

Letting the decomposition range over all pairs of real
roots (α, β) with Λ = α + β one thus re-constructs the
full root space, of dimension mult(Λ) = 44.
Returning to our initial problem we note that

kaA,bB = GabTAB ≡ GabδαβTij ∈ so(288, 32) (23)

whence this matrix can be generated by a linear combi-
nation of matrices obtained by multiple commutation of
the basic K(E10) generators (because a linear combina-
tion may be required, we omit the root and multiplicity
labels on k). The desired result thus directly follows from
(15), but it is nevertheless instructive to see how one can
arrive more directly at the requisite linear combination.
To this end we note that there are infinitely many roots

α (both real and imaginary) that satisfy Γ̃(α) = T = Γ45.
The task of finding a K(E10) generator that implements
T ∧ T ∧ T of (13) is then reduced to finding a combina-
tion of tensors Xab that equals Gab. We are not aware
of a single root that achieves this but establishing the
existence of a linear combination can be achieved as fol-
lows. In accordance with (22) one considers the set of
all Xab that can arise from the commutation of two real
root generators Xab(α) and Xcd(β) (given as in (18))
such that α + β = Λ is an imaginary root that satis-
fies Γ̃(Λ) = Γ45. Similarly, one can perform the same
analysis for odd multiples of Λ given by (2k + 1)Λ since

then Γ̃
(

(2k + 1)Λ
)

= Γ̃(Λ) = Γ45. We have shown by
an explicit computer analysis that one can find a linear
combination of the generated Xab

(

(2k+1)Λ
)

that equals
Gab and therefore the desired realization of T ∧ T ∧ T on
the spinors of D = 11 supergravity within K(E10). The
generator just constructed only extends the R symmetry
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SU(8) ⊂ SO(3) × SU(8) ⊂ K(E10) and thus leaves the
spatial rotation SO(3) symmetry untouched.
The above argument demonstrates the existence of an

element of K(E10) that acts according to (13), but the
combination identified above does not necessarily have a
simple algebraic interpretation. Because the spinors φaA
form an unfaithful representation of K(E10) there are in-
finitely many elements that act in this way, and it is thus
possible that an alternative realization of T ∧ T ∧ T ex-
ists that has a simple physical origin. For the realisation
found here one already has to go up to level ℓ = 18 in a
level decomposition of K(E10) (that follows directly from
the corresponding tables for E10 given in [22]); there is
thus no easy way of reproducing this result by simple iter-
ation of the low level K(E10) transformation rules given
in [11]. The explicit realization of the charge shifting
U(1)q generator above relies on the existence of time-like
imaginary roots and their integer multiples, but there
may be other possibilities, in particular, using only real
roots. In any case, it does not appear possible to con-
struct the requisite element without use of the ‘hyper-
bolic’ over-extended root of E10, since the structure of the
root system of the affine subalgebra e9 is too restricted.
In this sense, the extension to the full hyperbolic Kac–
Moody algebra and its involutory subalgebra could be
essential for linking N=8 supergravity to the real world.
Finally, we note that the embedding of T ∧ T ∧ T

into K(E10) in principle also allows for a realisation of
this transformation on the bosonic fields of the spinning
E10/K(E10) model studied in [11], although the ambigu-
ities related to the unfaithfulness of the fermionic reali-

sation of K(E10) remain to be resolved.
The results of [1] and this Letter represent a signif-

icant shift away from the standard paradigm of how
to understand the possible emergence of the Standard
Model fermions from a Planck scale unified theory, as
for instance embodied in currently popular superstring
inspired scenarios of low energy (N = 1) supergravity.
There one starts from a finite-dimensional compact Yang-
Mills gauge group (such as E8 × E8), with the fermions
transforming in a standard representation. This symme-
try is assumed to be present as a space-time-based sym-

metry already at the Planck scale, and then assumed to
be broken in a cascade of symmetry reductions as one de-
scends to the electroweak scale. By contrast, the present
scheme proceeds from an infinite-dimensional group that
can be fully present as a symmetry only in a phase of the
theory prior to the emergence of classical space and time,
in accord with the proposal of [6], and crucially relies on

the infinite-dimensionality of this group (and the associ-
ated Kac–Moody algebra) [23]. We emphasise once again
that K(E10) does possess chirality, offering new perspec-
tives for the incorporation of chiral gauge symmetries,
such that the electroweak sector of the Standard Model
may eventually be understood in a way very different
from currently prevailing views.
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